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Chapter 3 Students’ levels of reasoning while 
solving geometric proof tasks 
collaboratively4

Abstract Promoting the development of deeper and well-founded 
mathematical knowledge is a major aim of mathematics education. 
Teachers have a central role in helping students pursue this goal by 
assisting their thinking and learning in everyday school practice. 
However, research has shown that students’ reasoning may differ 
significantly from teachers’ expectations when solving tasks, which 
makes it difficult for teachers to assist. To shed some light on how 
regular classroom students think, this study examines how students 
reason when solving proof tasks collaboratively. For this we use a 
framework developed in a previous study and examine the reasoning of 
six groups of students (16-17 years old) from different classes. In this 
chapter we discuss the reasoning patterns observed in our data, the 
interaction pattern between the students and the teachers’ interventions.
Findings indicated that in about half the episodes the students were 
reasoning within a variety of levels, supported by collaborative 
discourse. Moreover, the reasoning patterns found are quite different 
from those implicitly assumed in conventional textbook instruction. This 
study provides a framework for analysing students’ reasoning, which 
teachers could use to become better acquainted with how students 
reason and, consequently better support students’ thinking in everyday 
practice.

Keywords teachers, student thinking, geometric proof, collaborative 
learning, problem solving, mathematical tasks, textbook

4 Based on: Palha, S., Dekker, R., & Gravemeijer, K. (submitted). Students’ levels of reasoning while solving 
geometric proof tasks collaboratively.



Chapter 3

Introduction

Teachers and mathematics educators share a common goal: to support students’ mathematical 

learning. This is a challenge as learning formal mathematics involves developing 

mathematical knowledge and ways of thinking that cannot simply be transmitted by teacher 

explanations or textbook instruction. Design research and teaching experiments have shown 

that students can be supported to gradually expand their mathematical knowledge by building 

upon what they know and understand (Doorman & Gravemeijer, 2008; Gravemeijer, 1999; 

Rasmussen, Zandieh, King, & Teppo, 2005; Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010; O'Callaghan,

1998), but little of this has been observed in everyday practice. 

Research (Bergqvist, 2005) shows that regular teachers have difficulty estimating how 

students’ thinking evolves when they are solving tasks that require abstraction and reasoning. 

The findings of this study suggest that the teachers’ difficulty with describing their 

expectations about students’ reasoning could possibly be the result of not being accustomed to 

observing students working with this type of tasks. Bergqvist states that this type of tasks is 

unusual in the textbooks (the major source of learning materials for secondary schools in 

Sweden). Moreover, some teachers in this study tended to consider algebraic solutions or the 

use of mathematical expressions as high-level performance. These findings suggest that the 

actual learning processes in regular classrooms shaped by textbooks and mandatory curricula 

differ significantly from what is advised in the research literature. This raises the question: 

How do students expand their mathematical knowledge in regular classrooms? 

We try to answer this question in an indirect manner by building on the study described 

in chapter 1, in which we investigated a pragmatic approach to improve mathematical learning 

in regular classrooms. This concerned an intervention aimed at creating conditions in which 

students are supported in constructing and reconstructing, grounding and integrating their 

mathematical knowledge, which would also be feasible for teachers in regular school settings. 

The core element of this approach (which we denoted shift-problem lessons, Palha, Dekker, 

Gravemeijer, & Van Hout-Wolters, 2013) comprised replacing a small part of regular lessons 

with problem-centered collaborative group work in which the tasks were adapted from the 
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textbook (see appendix 3). To analyze the students’ learning processes in these lessons, we 

identified four levels of reasoning (Palha, Gravemeijer, Dekker, & Mariotti, submitted) that 

could possibly emerge when students participate in collaborative problem solving activities. 

We explored the usefulness of these levels by analyzing the reasoning of one group of three 

students who were solving geometric proof tasks collaboratively in an 11th grade classroom. It 

showed that the reasoning patterns of these three students differed significantly from what 

textbooks seem to assume. The textbook tasks and the worked-out solutions reflect a view that 

students will approach the tasks at the formal level, go through the solving process step-by-

step and apply the theoretical arguments in line with the steps given in the worked-out 

examples and solutions. The actual process of the aforementioned group of students 

attempting to come to grips with the mathematical notions, however, involved various levels 

of reasoning. Moreover, the students appeared to be constructing and reconstructing, 

grounding and integrating their mathematical knowledge. 

We may argue that the way students reason and enrich their knowledge in this 

collaborative problem-solving setting, models the way students in regular classrooms expand 

and improve their understanding. We may further argue that this collaborative problem-

solving setting, in which the students exchange arguments and ideas, is also well-suited to 

observe students’ reasoning and learning. We therefore have chosen to study how regular-

classroom students reason in this setting. In the research reported in this chapter, we use the 

reasoning-levels framework to analyze students’ reasoning during problem-centered 

collaborative group work. We expand on our previous research and draw on the empirical data 

taken from six groups of students from three different classes. We start by describing our 

theoretical framework and go on to explain the reasoning-levels framework. We then describe 

the setting used to examine students' reasoning, which comprised Dutch 11th grade regular 

students working collaboratively on instructional sequences using adapted textbook tasks. In 

the methodological section we describe the data and data gathering, the method and the 

analysis instruments. The results are then presented and discussed. We end with our main 

conclusions and a discussion on the general applicability of the reasoning-levels framework 

and how it can be applied to better assist students’ thinking and learning. 
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Chapter 3

Research Background

Student learning in regular classrooms

In the Netherlands, as in many other countries, textbooks are the primary learning source used 

by students and teachers. We observed the following characteristics by studying Dutch upper 

secondary-grade mathematics textbooks used in regular textbook-based classrooms:

- new mathematical content is introduced step-by-step;

- students are expected to follow previously-established procedures, often supported by 

worked-out problems;

- the tasks require neither conceptual thinking nor rich explanations. Instead, they 

generally require calculation or straightforward answers.

Moreover, in textbook-driven lessons the teacher’s role is usually to explain and instruct. 

Research (Lithner, 2008; Mayer, 2002; Schoenfeld, 1985, 1992) shows that students in this 

type of environment might not be challenged to develop the knowledge resources and self-

regulation skills required to develop a deep, coherent and well-grounded mathematical 

knowledge. Instead, students may develop scattered mathematical knowledge that includes 

some informal practical knowledge and some elements of formal mathematical knowledge 

(Lithner, 2008; Roorda, 2012). This knowledge will probably be unrelated to the students’ 

experiential reality (Vinner, 1983; Thompson and Silverman, 2008; Pijls and Dekker, 2011). 

Following Van Oers (2002), we refer to this as pseudo-mathematics, which he defines as a 

transition stage in the concept development process. The student has already learned 

definitions, properties, notations and their conventional use but has not yet appropriated the 

corresponding meaning. The students appear to be able to use and apply mathematical terms 

and notations correctly but they cannot produce a plausible explanation or a justification for

their correct use. 
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‘Repairing’ students’ fragmented knowledge 

Research by Roorda (2012) suggests that students in regular classrooms eventually come to 

grips with formal mathematics at secondary school. A two-year study of Dutch secondary-

school students showed that they developed a deeper, more coherent and correct 

understanding of calculus over that period. We attempted to construe how this process might 

develop. Given the fact the students start out with fragmented, partially pseudo-mathematical 

and partially mathematical knowledge, a process is required in which they fill in the gaps, 

reconstruct and ground their knowledge by making connections between their pseudo-

mathematical and mathematical knowledge, and what is experientially real and meaningful to 

them. This process, which we refer to as enrichment, is discussed below. 

Enrichment in regular classrooms is more likely to occur when students are solving 

problems as this requires the student to make connections between what is meaningful to them 

and the mathematical concepts that can be applied (Freudenthal, 1971). Moreover, it is 

possible that collaborative learning settings will enhance enrichment as, when reasoning 

collaboratively, students will be comparing, adapting, integrating and eventually

reconstructing their current pseudo-mathematical notions (Van Oers, 2002; Webb, 2009). The 

key to the enrichment or ‘repairing’ processes is that individual student input will be on 

various different levels. To study these processes, we have elaborated what these levels could 

be and how we could observe them (see Chapter 2).

In the following, we discuss the framework of different levels of reasoning which we 

developed in this earlier study, and which offers a reliable coding system (see Chapter 2). This

framework builds upon the domain-specific instruction theory of realistic mathematics 

education (RME) and it can be used to examine students’ reasoning when solving problems 

collaboratively. To apply this framework within specific mathematical topics, the general level 

description had to be complemented with topic-related content knowledge, which in this case 

is geometry education and proving. 
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Levels of reasoning

Geometric Proof

We built on two main research frameworks on geometry education and the relevant lines of 

research on the learning of geometry and proof. Namely: the geometric paradigms (Kuzniak &

Rauscher, 2011); the levels of thinking (Van Hiele, 1986); the notion of key idea (Raman, 

2003).

The framework of geometric paradigms (Kuzniak & Rauscher, 2011) allowed us to 

define what can be considered informal and formal geometric reasoning when observing 

students working on tasks. According to this framework, the students’ arguments can be 

characterized in relation to the specificity of the activities and learning goals. We may 

distinguish three paradigms: the world of natural geometry (Geometry I), the world of natural 

axiomatic geometry (Geometry II) and the world of formal geometry (Geometry III). We will 

not be referring to the third paradigm below as geometry taught in upper-secondary schools 

relates mostly to the first two worlds. When students approach the task within Geometry I, 

statements are generated using arguments based on perception and experiment. These 

arguments are valid in the material and tangible world and any argument may be used to 

justify a statement or to convince someone; in this case the geometric meaning of the diagrams 

is confused with their spatial-graphical features (traces on the paper). In contrast, statements in 

the natural axiomatic world of Geometry II are generated using theoretical constructs such as 

mathematical definitions and properties. In this world there is a well-defined theoretical 

framework (in the classroom community) and for a proof to be valid, it must be set up within 

this theoretical framework. In both geometries, students’ mathematical activity is related to 

their real world experience. In the context of our research, the students’ purpose would have to 

be reasoning within the paradigm of Geometry II, but based on reasoning within the paradigm 

of Geometry I. The dichotomy between the worlds of Geometry I and II might be compared 

with what Laborde (2004) referred as empirical and theoretical domains in Geometry. 
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The framework of levels of thinking (Van Hiele, 1986) provided us with a broad 

description of how geometric meaning develops in a gradual learning process. Van Hiele 

distinguishes between several levels in this process. At the ground level, the students 

recognize and refer to geometric objects by their visual and external form. Students' verbal 

expressions then relate to: ‘configurations that have been made clear by observation’ (ibid, p.

49). At higher levels, however, the geometric figures are determined by their properties, which 

become the source of students’ descriptions. Students’ references in their arguments become 

the mathematical properties and students’ verbal expressions include elements of them.

The frameworks referred to above could be complemented with relevant research on the 

learning of geometry (Laborde, 2004; Duval, 2006; Jones, 2000; Fischbein, 1993), which 

gives more specific information about the role of diagrams and specific task features in the 

learning of school-geometry.

We used the notion of key idea (Raman, 2003) for proof to trace relevant emergent 

mathematical meanings. In line with this framework, when learning about proving, students 

must come to realize the connection between their personal arguments and the arguments that 

meet the goals of the class and the mathematical community. One of the reasons for students’ 

limitations with formal proof is that they often miss this linkage (Raman, 2003). 

Four categories to observe students’ reasoning collaboratively

The reasoning-levels framework we constructed is founded on the domain-specific instruction 

theory of realistic mathematics education (RME); in particular, the levels of activity in the 

emergent modeling heuristic (Gravemeijer, 1999, 2008), which provide a general description 

of mathematical activity in carefully planned long-term reinvention processes. Building on the 

essential characteristics of the four levels of activity in an emergent modeling process we 

construed four levels of reasoning that could come to the fore when students solve problems 

collaboratively (see Chapter 2). Below we outline the four levels tailored to the topic: 

geometric proof. A detailed and schematic description is also given in appendix 2.
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The first level: Empirical-based Reasoning (ER) relates to students’ reasoning solely in 

connection with the task-setting situation. At this level in geometric proof, the task setting 

involves geometric figures (theoretical constructs) that could be confused with the spatial-

graphical features (reality, traces on paper). The wording or action could – in an empirical 

sense - include parts of key ideas for the proof. For the students, the validity of the arguments 

takes place in the material world of Geometry I.

The second level: Relational Reasoning (RR) regards students’ personal interpretations 

in relation to pseudo-mathematical and mathematical notions. At this level in geometric proof, 

the mathematical notions are mostly theorems and definitions contextualized in the specific 

situation of the task setting. The students seek the validity of their statements in the worlds of 

Geometry I and Geometry II.

The third level: Theoretical-based Reasoning (TR) concerns the mathematical relations. 

At this level the diagrams in the task setting are general, definition-based and not confused 

with the spatial-graphical features; it involves proving towards formal proof, using key ideas 

in the theoretical sense and arguments based on a defined system of properties. For the 

students, the validity of their arguments is in the world of Geometry II.

The fourth and last level: Formal expressed Reasoning (FR) refers to students thinking 

independently of the situation-specific imagery of the task setting in question. This level can 

be connected to the third geometric paradigm (Geometry III), which at upper-secondary level, 

is probably only developed in most students at the level of expression. The students’ 

arguments use theoretical knowledge and also demonstrate, or refer to, how this knowledge is 

used within the norms of the mathematical community. 

Our topic-specific framework shows that an important learning goal of geometric proof 

is to reason within the world of Geometry II, which means the student should develop ability 

to reason at higher levels. In this sense, it may be considered that the four levels are classified 

in conformity with a certain hierarchy. At upper-high schools there is an implicit expectation 

that students’ reasoning occurs only at the higher levels. Textbooks support this assumption 

through the worked-out examples and solutions. We illustrate this with the following example.  
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Example 1

Task 26a (Fig. 3.1) is taken from the textbook used by the schools in our research.

Fig. 3.1. Text of task 26a from the textbook

In the textbook task 26a appears below the definition of angle bisector and it follows the 

similar task 25, with the only difference that it regards line bisectors instead of angle bisectors 

(Fig. 3.2). In regular lessons, students usually first attempt to solve the task themselves, and 

subsequently check their answer against the worked-out solution, which reads as described in 

Fig. 3.3. Here, the worked-out solution presents a clear deductive line of reasoning, expressed 

at the formal level. The arguments linking the premises to the conclusions are underpinned by 

the key ideas worked out at the theoretical level. Namely: the definitions of angle bisector and 

distance (the shortest distance is a perpendicular to the line), and the theoretical notion of 

congruence. 

Aim of this study

We may recall that this study originates from an earlier research project in which we created a 

collaborative problem-solving setting which appears suitable for observing enrichment 

processes. It involves regular-classroom students and teachers, tasks similar to textbook-tasks

and provides a learning context in which students’ reasoning becomes observable while they

interact and solve problems. We assume that the kind of learning processes observed in these -

so-called shift-problem lessons - can serve as a model for the learning processes occurring in 

regular education in the long term (see Roorda, 2012). The main purpose of this study is to
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Fig. 3.2. Part of the textbook page

Fig. 3.3. Worked-out solution of task 26a
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expand on our previous research and to shed light on enrichment processes. Our research 

question is:

- At what levels do regular-classroom students reason in a collaborative problem-solving 

setting that fosters reasoning and discussion? 

Research setting 

Problem-oriented learning setting

Given that the characteristics of textbook-driven education could limit students’ mathematical 

reasoning, we created a learning environment in our intervention which significantly differed 

from these ones, namely:

(i) the new mathematical content was not introduced step-by-step; the tasks were not 

preceded by readily applicable examples or pieces of theory; students were not 

expected to follow previously-established procedures supported by worked-out 

problems. Instead, tasks were designed to be experienced by the students as problems 

to be solved and the instructional sequence included tasks that incorporated reflection 

questions focusing on conceptual thinking and the use of relations. We want to remark

that the subtle changes we made to the tasks meant that the students’ texts differed 

from those in textbook;

(ii) the students had a different role: they worked in small groups and participated actively 

in mathematical discussions;

(iii) the teacher had a different role: instead of providing explanations, the teacher 

facilitated students in presenting and discussing their own explanations. 

We stress that we sought a learning environment suitable for regular classrooms in order to 

examine enrichment processes already occurring in one form or other. In the broad context of 
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our research we developed an intervention encompassing these characteristics (which we 

named shift-problem lessons, Palha et al., 2013). During four lessons spread throughout a 

chapter, the students worked in small heterogeneous groups on these problem-oriented tasks. 

The heterogeneity of the group was arrived at on the basis of a pre-test, so the groups were 

heterogeneous in relation to their initial cognitive performance. In this setting we endeavoured 

to foster richer forms of reasoning which would enable us to come to grips with what 

enrichment processes are. 

Process model

To create a more problem-oriented atmosphere in the shift-problem lessons we created a 

collaborative setting in which the teacher focused on facilitating student-centered

explanations. We attempted to achieve this by applying the process model (Dekker & Elshout-

Mohr, 1998, 2004). The framework for student interaction is constructed around four key 

activities: show, explain, justify and reconstruct. These learning activities are likely to occur 

when students attempt to solve problem-oriented tasks collaboratively. In this setting, the 

students approach and discuss the tasks at their own level. When showing, explaining and 

justifying their solutions the differences between the students become visible and students are 

required to reflect on their own ideas and those of their peers. Meaningful learning that occurs 

can be revealed in the reconstruction of the solutions. The result of the reconstruction can be 

shown again or re-explained, which completes the cycle of these four activities. The four key 

activities accompany the mental activities (see middle column in Table 3.1). They have a role 

in the learning process and contribute to mathematical understanding (see also Webb, 2009; 

Yackel, 2001; Cobb & Yackel, 1996). While the mental activities are internal and accordingly 

invisible, the key activities are visible and can be observed. The key ideas can also be 

influenced by didactic factors, such as the nature of the problems and the help of the teacher. 

The key activities can be elicited by regulating activities (Table 3.1), which can be performed 

by the students themselves. The process model is described in Dekker and Elshout-Mohr

(1998). 
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Table 3.1: The three types of activities in the process model

Regulating activities Mental activities Key activities

A asks B to show her/his work B becomes aware of her/his own 
work

B shows her/his own work

A asks B to explain her/his work B thinks about her/his own work B explains her/his own work

A criticizes B’s work B thinks about A's criticism B justifies her/his own work

B thinks about her/his own 
justification

B criticizes her/his own work B reconstructs her/his own work

In their research, Dekker and Elshout-Mohr (2004) examine the teacher’s role when assisting 

students working according to the process model. The researchers distinguished two types of 

teacher support: process help - the teacher’s help focused on the quality of the interaction by 

encouraging the key and regulating activities; and product help - the teacher’s help focused on 

the quality of the mathematical product. Table 3.2 gives examples of both types of help. 

Dekker and Elshout-Mohr (2004) examined what type of teacher help (product or 

process) was most beneficial in terms of developing formal mathematical reasoning for 

students in the fifth year of pre-university education. The students worked in heterogeneous 

triads on geometric transformation investigation tasks and the two types of teacher help were 

compared. The results of the study showed that the ‘process students’ attained significantly 

higher results in the post-test than ‘product students’. The researchers concluded that 

providing process help creates more opportunities for students’ reflection while not interfering 

with their thinking. 

Teachers in our study on the shift-problem lessons were asked to follow the process 

model during the shift-problem lessons and to provide process help as much possible. We 

anticipated this would increase the opportunity for students to provide explanations and reflect 

on their own ideas and those of their peers. Moreover, when assisting group work in this 
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manner, teachers are able to determine how students think (Webb, 2009) and consequently, 

better connect to the students’ meanings (Simon & Tzur, 2004; Webb, 2009).

Table 3.2: Process and Product help

Process help Product help

Provides only process-related help; gives no 

hints on mathematical content.

Provides only content-related help when 

requested; gives no hints on interaction.

Initial instruction

I will not help you with the content, but I want 

you to discuss a lot, to show your work to one 

another, to explain to one another (that’s how 

you learn), and criticize one another, so that the 

work improves...

An example of process help to students who 

asked for help: 

I want you to decide by yourselves, think about 

it, be critical towards one another’s ideas.

Initial instruction

You will work on these tasks by yourselves; 

I am here to assist you.

Two examples of product help to students 

who asked for help:

Do you understand the picture?

Yes, 20% of this. Yes, both lines end up in 

the same box.

Methodology

Data gathering and data collection

To study our research question (At what levels do regular-classroom students reason in a 

collaborative problem-solving setting that fosters reasoning and discussion?), we used the data 

from six groups of three students during four shift-problem lessons in a teaching experiment 

conducted in three regular Dutch 11th grade classrooms (from different schools) in the autumn 

of 2010. In this experiment 4 of the 12 lessons were replaced with shift-problem lessons (see 

also Appendix 3). The students worked individually or in pairs following the textbook and the 

teacher’s explanations during the regular lessons. Video cameras and/or voice recorders were 
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used to record the activity of two groups in each classroom while they solved geometric proof-

tasks in the four shift-problem lessons. These data form the basis of the study.

Method

We analyzed the data (N=6 groups of three students) in three phases.

Phase 1:the first author studied all the records to determine how the students approached and 

solved the tasks. The protocols of two arbitrary groups of students were transcribed 

for a more detailed analysis. 

Phase 2: the first author studied all the records again, this time systematically: the researcher 

listened to the task discussion of each student group from the first to the fourth 

lesson. Each attempt to solve a certain task was marked as one episode. 77 episodes 

were identified (16 in the first lesson, 13 in the second, 32 in the third, and 16 in the 

fourth; from two groups of students we only had the records of one lesson, the third 

lesson). The researcher listened to each episode taking three aspects into 

consideration: (i) Student interaction in conformity with the process model: which 

key activities emerged? (ii) Teacher intervention in line with the process and product 

help: what type of support did the teacher give to the student group? (iii) Students’ 

reasoning within the reasoning-levels framework: which reasoning levels emerged?

Phase 3: we organized broader categories and examined the analysis results of phase 2. We 

selected specific situations to illustrate the different reasoning patterns and we 

analyzed various episodes of the transcribed protocols in-depth. 

Instruments and analysis 

The analysis of the student interaction (phases 2-3) is based on the process model. The type of 

key activities performed by the students was assigned to each episode. The results were further 

organized in two main categories: three or more key activities and two or fewer key activities.
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We analyzed the teacher support (phases 2-3) given to group-work during the four 

lessons on the basis of Pijls, Dekker and Van Hout-Wolters (2007). We listened to the teacher 

during these lessons when supporting the six student groups and concluded that most of the 

teacher interventions involved product help and regulating activities. We subsequently 

considered it necessary to define a new category that we called ‘regulating’. We also deemed 

it necessary to refine the product-help category by making a distinction between two different 

kinds of support: hints and explanations. To clarify the four categories distinguished, we now 

present some of our data by way of example.

- Process help: At the beginning of the lesson the teacher tells the class: ‘I want you to 

discuss and explain the tasks collaboratively, and in particular, to write down what you 

agree on’ (…). This can be seen as an example of process help (Pijls et al., 2007) as the 

teacher only gives process-related help (encourages students to perform the regulating 

activities) and gives no hints on the mathematical content.

- Regulating: When asked to give an explanation, the teacher replies: ‘do you have an idea?’ 

(…); ‘What have you already done?’ (…); ‘What theories have you come up with?’ (…); 

‘the construction is not good’. The teacher’s role here is that of regulator. She tries to 

encourage the students to perform the key activities by performing the regulating activities 

herself. Bearing the process model mind, it is possible that this might be not considered 

process help as the help is given to the individual and not the group.

- Hint: When noticing that the students cannot proceed with a proof, the teacher asks: ‘What 

is given? (…) What do you want to prove? (…) What have you already established? (…)

What is the outcome? (…)’. ‘If you look at the figure, can you see two distinct triangles?’ 

In the first case, the hint (or explanation requested) relates to the process of proving: 

concentrate on what is given and what one must prove, which is essential when 

constructing a mathematical proof. In the second case, the hint relates to the mathematical 

content (two distinct triangles) and the mathematical activity (study the figure for 

something that is known). Both these examples encourage the students to make 
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connections between what they know and the task setting; the teacher intervention can be 

regarded as product help. We believe, however, this type of intervention is very different 

from providing an explanation (also product help). We illustrate this with the final 

example.

- Explanation: The teacher takes the initiative or is required to give an explanation. He looks 

at the figure and points to it. ‘So, the sum of the opposite angles is 180 and you have 

learned that there is some property about …..? Something with ….quadrilaterals…?’ In 

contrast to the previous examples, the students are not really encouraged to recall their 

knowledge and make connections. This type of questioning and giving explanations could 

provide the knowledge required at the time, but they do not encourage students to establish 

relations themselves or to continue looking for solutions.

The analysis of the students’ reasoning (phases 2 and 3) is based on the four levels described 

in the theoretical section and in Appendix 2: empirical-based reasoning (ER); relational 

reasoning (RR); theoretical-based reasoning (TR), and formal expressed reasoning (FR). The 

first author listened to each tape or assisted with the video, and each episode was assigned to 

one of the categories (in broad terms). Various episodes were also transcribed and analyzed in 

greater depth. The fragments were divided up into sub-episodes; each sub-episode comprises 

one or more statements. We define the length of the sub-episodes as the minimum number of 

statements that contain sufficient information to be categorized in a meaningful way. 

Validity of the results

The first author analyzed the six student groups in phases 1 and 2. The analyzes concerning

the example discussed in-depth (see the results section) were performed by the first researcher 

and then presented to a researcher in mathematics education, who was not a member of the 

research team, for reading. This researcher agreed with our categorization. 
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Results

Below we first characterize the implemented learning environment of the whole dataset, 

specifically the student interaction and teacher intervention, regarding the six groups of 

students. Secondly, we attempt to answer our research question by examining the reasoning 

patterns observed in the whole dataset. Thirdly, we select an episode that can be considered an 

example for the whole dataset, and we examine this episode in considerable detail through the 

reasoning-levels lens. 

Characterization of the implemented learning environment

Using the process model, we analyzed student interaction while working collaboratively with 

the instructional sequence. The results of these analyzes are presented in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4. Percentage of episodes in relation to the key activities

Fig. 3.4 shows that in the majority of episodes (71%), the students performed in line with the 

process model (three or more key activities). In other words, the students showed, explained, 

justified and/or reconstructed their ideas and solutions for the tasks. A more in-depth analysis 

of the type of learning activities revealed that most of the episodes in which only two or fewer 

key activities were observed, were situations in which students were constructing and 

exploring geometric figures using geometric software. 
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We can make a distinction between four types of teacher support: process, regulating, 

hint, and explanation. The analyzes of the six groups showed 15 episodes (15 out of 77) in 

which the teacher intervened. These interventions were analyzed in line with the four support 

types and led to the results in Fig. 3.5. Teacher intervention sometimes involved more than 

one type of intervention (e.g. hints and regulating) and, consequently, we have counted one for 

hints and one for regulating. In total we count 33 interventions.

Fig. 3.5. Percentage of teacher interventions in different types of process or product help

Fig. 3.5 shows that regulating (36%) was the type of support given the most, followed by 

explanation (33%) and hints (27%). The type of support given the least was process help 

(once). A more refined analysis has shown that process help was given only in the first lesson 

and that the explanations were mostly given in the last lessons. 

Characterization of students’ reasoning

Returning to the central question: at what levels do regular-classroom students reason in a 

collaborative problem-solving setting that fosters reasoning and discussion? To answer this 

question, we analyzed each episode using the reasoning levels (see Table 3.3). In 13 of the 77 

episodes analyzed, we failed to score within the reasoning levels. These were episodes where: 

the students were describing geometric constructions using a computer; their discussion was 
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too fragmented or incomplete to score and/or involved almost no discussion on mathematics.

Four main patterns emerged from our analysis of the remaining 64 episodes: 

- Variety of levels. The students discussed the task at several levels and a variety of levels

emerged. An example of this pattern is given and discussed in the following section.  

- Little variety of levels: reasoning at lower levels. The students discussed the task at the 

levels of empirical-based and relational reasoning (two lower levels). 

- Little variety of levels: reasoning at higher levels. The students discussed the task at the 

theoretical-based and formal expressed reasoning levels. 

- No variety of levels. In this situation the students reasoned at one reasoning-level only or, 

if they reasoned at two levels, the discussion soon came to an end. 

Fig. 3.6 shows the percentage of the episodes in each reasoning pattern.

Fig.3.6. Percentage of episodes in each type of reasoning pattern

Fig. 3.6 shows that over half the episodes (53%) comprise students reasoning at a variety of 

levels. About 17% of the episodes demonstrate little variety and 30% no variety at all. A 

variety of levels involved situations in which students approached the task at different levels 

and/or progressed through the task while working together. Little or no variety of levels 

involved mostly situations in which students did not engage in problem solving activity nor 
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reflection, at least collaboratively. Namely, with little variety at lower levels, the students 

either did not solve the task, or they could not recall the theoretical notions required to solve 

the task; with little variety at higher levels, one student usually solved the task at formal or

theoretical level, and the solution was discussed, but the students felt no need to elaborate on 

it; with no variety, most of the episodes related to non-mathematical talk; reasoning at lower 

levels or not knowing what to do. It goes without saying that simply because we did not 

observe enrichment does not mean it did not occur. 

A paradigm case; analyzing an episode of collaborative reasoning

We present a fragment of an episode that offers an example of the enrichment processes we 

observed, and which can be used to get some insights into how enrichment processes may 

evolve and how both the tasks and the process model may foster these processes. Several 

aspects are typical: student interaction involves three or more key activities; the group appears 

to be heterogeneous in that the students approached the task in distinct ways; and it displays 

characteristics of enrichment processes (reconstructing, grounding and integrating fragmented 

and pseudo-mathematical knowledge). In addition, it illustrates a solution process often 

observed in the whole dataset: the students were engaged, they worked through the task, they 

could reach the theoretical-based level of reasoning, but did not reach the level of formal 

expressed reasoning. For a teacher observing this process, the enrichment characteristics may 

not be obvious. The teachers in our study could recognize moments where learning had 

possibly occurred, but they were not fully aware of the learning processes taking place. 

Examples such as the one discussed next could be useful for teachers because here the 

learning processes are made visible.  

This fragment of student interaction involves the solution process found in one group 

when solving a task in the third of the four shift-problem lessons. The three students, Louise, 

Mary and John form a heterogeneous group according to the pre-test. The task was presented 

to the students after they had been introduced to the concepts and theorems involved. They 

should therefore possess the prerequisite required knowledge to solve it. This lesson was put at 
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almost the end of the chapter and related to proof-situations involving angle and line bisectors. 

The text of the task discussed here is identical to that in Example 1, but the task, as 

experienced by the students, differs from the one in the textbook in that it does not follow 

reviewed theory, and it is not preceded by worked-out examples or framed in step-by-step 

procedures. In contrast to following instructions, we see that the students saw the task as a 

problem to be solved.

In line with the procedure described in the previous section, we divided the verbal 

transcript into sub-episodes. We distinguished 9 sub-episodes (number before text). We 

categorized each of these sub-episodes in one of the four levels. 

Analysis of student reasoning (1)

In the first 5 sub-episodes the students see the equivalence of the definition of the angle 

bisector and the property they must prove, but they cannot unpack this equivalence. Students’ 

arguments are mostly abductive. An important point in their solution process is when they 

draw the figure. This seems to help them understand the situation better. After one student had 

read the task, the following dialogue ensued:

1 John: That is logical.

Louise: Yes, the angle bisector divides the angle into two equal parts.

2 John: Exactly, if the legs of the angle are at the same distance it must be the angle 

bisector; it cannot be something else. (Mary and Louise agree). Yes, but now how 

do we write this?

3 Mary: Shall we draw first?

John: Oh, we must show this. Ok, let’s just draw it. (The students draw Fig. 3.7).

Fig. 3.7. Students’ drawing
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4 Mary: Can’t we just write that any possible angle bisector divides the angle through 

the middle? So, this means that normally, in the ‘on going’ line angle bisector 

remains in the middle of the two sides of the triangle, right?

John: Once again.

5 Mary: Ok, the angle bisector divides the angle through the middle. So, if the line were to 

go on indefinitely, the angle bisector would remain in the middle because the angles

remain the same.

John: Yes, exactly… so, because …. (John starts writing).

The analysis of the 5 sub-episodes resulted in the reasoning sequence TR-RR-ER-RR-RR as 

shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Analysis of students’ reasoning in sub-episodes 1-5

Student Utterances Analysis Level

1 John: That is logical Louise's statement is an abductive argument that 
refers to a definition. The definition of the angle 
bisector. She expresses her reasoning using a general 
statement ‘the angle bisector…’ and her wording is 
general and not particular to a specific angle or angle 
bisector. Louise's argument belongs to the world of 
Geometry II.

TR

Louise: Yes, the angle bisector 
divides the angle into 
two equal parts

2 John: Exactly, if the legs of 
the angle are at the same 
distance it must be the 
angle bisector; it cannot 
be something else. 
(Mary and Louise 
agree). Yes, but now 
how can we write this?

John's reference is the hypothesis given in the task 
setting: ’if the legs are at the same distance’ (...). In 
this case the argument refers to a definition but also 
to personal conviction: ‘it must be’, ‘it cannot be 
something else’. Student’s wording involves general 
statements and serves the student’s purpose to 
convince himself and the others; his wording 
contains the key idea of angle bisector but has a 
more pseudo-mathematical character. Moreover, his 
statement ‘but now how do we write this?’ shows 
that, on the one hand he is satisfied with their 
interpretation – which they see as explanation - but, 
on the other hand, he is probably aware that some 
other explanation is expected from them. The 
students seek the validity of their statements beyond 
the world of Geometry I.

RR
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Student Utterances Analysis Level

4 Mary:

John:

Can we not just write that 
any possible angle 
bisector divides the angle 
through the middle; so 
this means that normally, 
on the ‘on going’ line, the 
angle bisector remains in 
the middle of the two 
sides of the triangle, 
right?

Once again.

Mary's reference is the theoretical notion of angle 
bisector but probably contextualized in the drawing. 
She is aware of the geometric meaning beyond the 
specific diagram (‘any possible angle bisector) but 
her arguments remain tied to the drawing: ‘on the 
‘on going’ line, the angle bisector remains in the 
middle...’). The student expresses her reasoning 
using general statements but her wording contains
descriptions that are probably based more on the 
drawing than on the theoretical properties. For 
Mary, the validity of the statement that the angles 
are equal is sought beyond Geometry I but not yet 
found in Geometry II.

RR

5 Mary: Ok, the angle bisector 
divides the angle through 
the middle. So, if the line 
were to go on indefinitely 
the angle bisector would 
remain in the middle 
because the angles 
remain the same.

There is no big difference with regard to the 
previous sub-episode. Student’s reference is the 
theoretical notion of angle bisector but 
contextualized in the specific situation. Mary’s 
argument is abductive (she uses the fact that the 
angles are equal, which is what she must prove). 
John seems convinced by Mary's argument that 
they have found the solution. Both students validate 
the equality of the angles beyond Geometry I but 
not yet in Geometry II.

RR

In sub-episode 1 (theoretical-based reasoning) Louise explains the equality of the angles; this 

equality is general and based on the theoretical definition of angle bisector. John agrees and 

justifies why in sub-episode 2 (relational reasoning). John’s justification is based on the 

general definition and his personal conviction (‘cannot be something else’). This makes sense 

3 Mary:
John:

John:

Shall we draw first?
Oh, we must show this. 
Ok, let’s just draw it. 
(the students draw the 
figure)

Yes, exactly… so, 
because ... (John starts 
writing).

The student’s reference is the spatial-graphical 
features of the drawing done by John (see Fig. 3.2).
The students’ wording and actions contain - in an 
empirical sense - the key ideas of angle bisector and 
distance (the perpendicular line to the legs of the 
angle) and seem to serve the students’ purpose,
which is to understand the task: ‘shall we draw 
first?’ The validity of the arguments takes place in 
the material world of Geometry I (‘Oh, we must 
show this’).

ER
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to the other students as they agree with him but they also need to produce a proof. This 

apparently prompts them to draw the figure. In this sense the drawing is very important 

because it marks the students’ need to prove and it also helps them understand the situation 

better. This is illustrated in the following sub-episodes. In sub-episode 3 (empirical-based 

reasoning): Mary and John show the equality of the angles in the drawing: ‘we must show 

this’ and in sub-episodes 4 and 5 (relational reasoning): Mary attempts to justify this equality 

beyond the diagram. However, although it seems as if there is movement towards theoretical 

reasoning, the students’ talk remains at the relational level: Mary describes (explains, justifies)

geometric elements and relations that can be made visible through the diagram (the equal 

angles, the line in the middle) in a general way (‘the continuous line’). Even when John asks 

her to repeat her justification, she reconstructs it using different wording, but the meaning 

stays the same. John is satisfied with Mary’s explanation as he starts writing the solution. In 

contrast, Mary’s explanation seems to help Louise notice general and other relations.

Analysis of student reasoning (2)

In the next 4 sub-episodes, the students look for a solution that is convincing to them but also 

accepted as proof. They seem to find this in the key idea of congruence, which is first noticed 

by Louise and then by Mary, but John only understands after his peers have explained it.  

6 Louise: Yes, you have those equal angles anyway, the equal distance and still one equal 

angle, right?

Mary: A-S-A

7 John: Ok, but we must not have a triangle in mind; it is about an angle. So if you draw 

one point here, this distance is equal to this one and this distance is equal to that 

one.

8 Mary: Yes, but you could also say that this is equal, that is equal, this is equal and this side 

is equal anyway.

John: Oh, you mean that we make a triangle here and another triangle there…

9 Mary: Yes, and then you can demonstrate that the two triangles are equal.

John: Oh yes, that also works... yes!

Mary: Do you agree? (This question was probably addressed to Louise, who agrees)
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The analysis of the 4 sub-episodes resulted in the reasoning sequence TR-ER-ER-TR, as 

explained in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Analysis of students’ reasoning in sub-episodes 6-9

Student Utterances Analysis

6 Louise:

Mary:

Yes, you have those equal 
angles anyway, the equal 
distance and still one equal 
angle, right?

A-S-A

Students’ reference is the theoretical notion of 
congruence. Louise' refers to the equality of the 
angles and the sides, which are the two necessary 
conditions for using the congruence cases. Most of 
student’s expression is general: 'you have (...) the 
equal distances anyway, and still one equal angle’; 
’A-S-A’ although Louise's wording also contains 
elements of the specific setting 'those equal angles’.

TR

7 John: Ok but we must not have a 
triangle in mind; it is about 
an angle. So if you draw one 
point here, this distance is 
equal to this one and this 
distance is equal to that one

John seems surprised and cannot connect the 
reference to congruence ’we must not have a triangle 
in mind’; up to this point he has focused on the 
individual geometric elements ’it is about an angle’. 
The arguments that the student uses to support his 
statement are confined to the spatial-graphical 
features of the drawing ‘this distance is equal to this 
distance’. His wording and actions are tied to the 
specific angles and line segments in the task setting. 
The validity is sought in Geometry I.

ER

8 Mary:

John:

Yes, but you could also say 
that this is equal, that is 
equal, this is equal and this 
side is equal anyway

Oh, you mean that we make a 
triangle here and another 
triangle there…

The students’ reference is the spatial graphical 
features of the drawing. Students’ wording contains 
elements of the key idea of congruence but in an 
empirical sense ‘we make a triangle here and 
another triangle there’. The validity of students’
argument is sought in Geometry I

ER

9 Mary:

John:
Mary:

Yes, and then you can show 
(prove) that the two triangles 
are equal

Oh yes, that also works... yes!

Do you agree? (this question 
was probably addressed to 
Louise, who  agrees)

Students’ reference is the general notion of 
congruence ‘then you can show that the two 
triangles are equal’. So, the equality cannot be stated 
in the drawing but it must still be shown. They
express their reasoning through general statements 
and it may serve their purpose of proving towards 
formal proof. The students seek the equality of the 
two triangles in Geometry II (that must be shown).

TR
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In sub-episode 6 (theoretical-based reasoning) Louise notices and explains the equality of two 

angles and one equal side. Crucial here was that she observes the diagram and notices the 

angles remain the same, but she also seeks an explanation; she endeavours to relate the equal 

angles to the notion of congruence. Louise makes implicit reference to the conditions 

necessary to apply the congruence cases, which also become visible to the other two students 

in a different way. Louise’s reference was sufficient for Mary to recall the notion of 

congruence (there is a general reference to the theoretical key idea, but it is not used correctly 

as the student muddled what she knows and what she must prove). The reasoning given by 

Louise and Mary makes no sense to John. In sub-episode 7 (empirical-based reasoning) he 

criticizes Mary and Louise’s reasoning and explains why. John’s reasoning is based on 

relations that are directly visible in the task setting (including the drawing). Proving the 

equality of the two angles through the notion of congruence is not evident and it was probably 

something that had not entered the mind of this student. Moreover, it is questionable whether 

he understands how it can be used to solve the task. Mary seems to understand John’s point 

and after her justification, in sub-episode 8 (empirical-based reasoning), he seems to accept 

the idea of using the triangles as he constructs them himself, and shows his work this way. 

(Mary only refers to the sides and angles). It is interesting to note that he probably would not 

have seen the figure in this way. Mary ‘forces’ him to interpret empirical features in a 

relational way. This notion is not yet sufficient to construct a proof at the formal level but it is 

something that is meaningful to the student and something he can subsequently build on. In 

sub-episode 9 (theoretical-based reasoning) Mary justifies that they can use this (the equality 

of the sides and angles) to show that the two triangles are equal. This means this student is 

aware of the need to use theoretical constructs when proving. Does John reconstruct his 

previous idea? In a sense, yes. However, this is not clear from what he says; he accepts this 

new perspective in a way that seems meaningful to him (Oh yes, that also works…yes!).

Reflecting on the whole episode, we see, as in the worked-out solution in example 1, 

that the three key ideas for solving the task are: the notion of angle bisector; the notion of 

distance from one point to a line; and the notion of congruence. However, instead of emerging 

in a formal organized way, these notions emerge and become related through the students’ 
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interaction. The students have different views, which change as a result of discussion as they 

gradually become aware of the differences between their own ideas and those of the others, 

and start to make connections between what they know and see and the mathematical concepts 

and emergent relations. Up to sub-episode 6, the key idea of congruence was not visible in the 

students’ arguments. Our analysis suggests that the notion of congruence did not seem 

necessary for John (as previously referred to in sub-episode 5). It also did not seem to make 

sense to him. This explains why he could not recognize this notion in Mary and Louise’s 

conversation. Mary’s explanation makes it possible for John to recognize that the two angles 

are part of the two triangles (in the diagram). Although this is still an empirical notion of 

congruence, it is a relation constructed by the students that might serve as a basis for more 

formal forms of reasoning. We believe that Mary’s explanation, at John’s level of reasoning, 

was crucial to this. Such a situation would probably not have occurred if John, Mary and 

Louise had been working individually supported by worked-out solutions as in Example 1. 

Because the students were facing the task as a problem to be solved, it created the need for the 

process we observed. In a textbook-driven lesson this need may never have come to fruition. 

In John’s case, we doubt whether discussing the solution showed in example 1 would make 

sense to this student.

Main findings

In a carefully designed guided reinvention process, students gradually expand their 

mathematical knowledge by constructing upon what they know and understand, starting with 

informal mathematical knowledge that is experientially real for them. In regular textbook-

based classrooms, the situation is quite different, as the students have to revise, connect and 

ground fragmented and partially pseudo-mathematical knowledge. In our research, we try to 

support and enhance this type of learning processes, and we try to come to grips with what 

such learning processes look like. The latter is the aim of this chapter. Our analyzes of the 

study reported in Chapter 1 (Palha et al., 2013) and Chapter 2 showed that students reasoning 

patterns when they progressed through solving problems collaboratively contrasted the idea 
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that, students work through the tasks at the formal level, in line with the steps laid out in the 

worked-out examples and solutions. In this study, therefore we examined the question: at 

which levels do regular classroom students reason in a learning setting that fosters reasoning 

and discussion?

To examine this issue, we used the four levels of reasoning (empirical-based, relational, 

theoretical-based and formal expressed) to analyze the collaborative reasoning of six groups of 

students in four shift-problem lessons. We want to remark that, during the course of our 

research, we realized that the shift-problem lessons is as a setting that makes visible ways of 

reasoning and learning that can be invisible in regular lessons. Apparently, this comes from 

the combination of problem solving activity and reflective discourse in small groups. 

Therefore we needed to determine whether the learning setting that we created was good 

implemented, fostering reasoning and discussion. For this, we analyzed students’ interaction 

and teachers’ support based on the process model (Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 2004; Pijls et al., 

2007). The results of these analyzes have shown that, the implemented learning setting had in 

the majority of the cases characteristics of problem solving activity and collaborative learning. 

This will be discussed in the next section; first, we will try to answer our main question.

Our results with regard to students’ reasoning show that in the majority of episodes 

(53%) students’ reasoning pattern involved a variety of levels. That is, the students were 

approaching and discussing solutions to the tasks at levels of reasoning that changed during 

the solution process. These findings confirm the hypothesis that we elaborated based on the 

study presented in Chapter 2. A more in depth analysis of a number of episodes which we 

considered as paradigmatic cases showed that the students depart from their fragmented and 

pseudo-formal knowledge and by comparing and making connections between their available 

mathematical knowledge and what is experientially real to them they may develop a deeper, 

coherent and better founded knowledge. This analysis gave us also more insight into how

problem solving activity and group work may lead to mathematical discussions and reasoning, 

which in turn may foster enrichment processes. An essential condition seems to be that the 

student input is on various levels. The various levels of reasoning that came to the fore in the 
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shift-problem lessons demonstrate how mathematics notions may evolve from student 

discussions with peers. 

These findings show that the actual process of the students trying to become acquainted 

with new or undeveloped mathematical notions differs from the assumptions that underlie 

conventional textbook instruction, according to which students are expected to solve tasks at 

the formal level, build on theoretical arguments linking premises and conclusions in a clear, 

deductive line of argument. In this sense, we believe that our study offers some new insights in 

the construction processes in the classroom, which may help teachers in supporting these 

processes. We discuss this next.

Discussion

In this section, we start by examining the meaning of the levels of reasoning changing during 

the collaborative problem solving process and, how this is related with enrichment. Next, we 

discuss to what extent reasoning and discussion was supported by the shift-problem lessons 

and how this setting can be used to acknowledge and enhance enrichment processes. Finally, 

we contrast the processes observed with the textbook-centered instruction expectation and 

implication of this for teachers. 

‘Repairing’ processes: a reconstruction

The situation discussed at length in the paradigmatic example in the results section, illustrates 

how students might enrich their knowledge. The example also encompasses the characteristics 

of the enrichment process that, although observed in the specific setting of our research, we 

assume to occur in one way or another in regular classrooms in the long term. Specifically, the 

students start from their available knowledge, which comprises informal, formal and pseudo-

formal knowledge. The level at which each student starts will be probably different (since the 

groups were heterogeneous) but through the collaborative setting the differences become 

visible and object of discussion. When working according to the process model (showing, 

explaining, justifying and reconstructing) the students may come to construct more elaborated 
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conceptualizations of their shallow and fragmented knowledge. Moreover, when following 

each other’s explanations this may help them to recognize own misconceptions, try to repair 

gaps in their understandings and, strength connections (Webb, 2009). 

The levels of reasoning give an indication for the level at which the mathematical 

notions can be conceptualized. The variation of levels observed while students progress 

through the task can mean that students are ‘repairing’ their available knowledge and possibly 

constructing new knowledge. Probably, processes as these ones lead to students at long term 

develop a deeper, coherent and better founded knowledge, such as reported by Roorda (2012). 

Moreover, the framework we proposed helps to make these processes visible. 

The variety of levels, which accompanies the enrichment processes, also reveals a 

dynamic that contrasts with the formal linearity of the textbook solutions, which may shape 

teachers’ expectations of how students’ reasoning evolves (Bergqvist, 2005). With relation to 

this aspect, it is important that teachers become acquainted with designing and executing 

lessons in which enrichment processes become visible (as in the shift-problem lessons). Next, 

we examine how the shift-problem lessons were implemented as this can provide valuable 

information for the teachers.

Implementation of problem-oriented tasks in a collaborative setting

The situation presented in the example 1 points at which learning conditions are favourable for 

enrichment to occur: the students experienced the task as a problem they wished to solve, and 

the students’ interaction fostered their reflection and reconstruction. Our analysis of the results 

regarding the implementation of the learning setting shows that:

- the teachers initially encouraged the students to work according to the process model. In 

later lessons, they stopped giving this kind of support. Nevertheless, instead of providing 

explanations they, for the most part, continued to encourage students to think for 

themselves (regulating and hints).
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- the students engaged in at least three of the four key activities (showing, explaining, 

justifying, and reconstructing) in most episodes. Interestingly enough, this occurred 

without the teacher having to encourage them to work according to the process model.

With regard to the teachers support: we do not know why the teachers stopped giving process 

help. Bearing previous research on this type of teacher support in mind, we do know that 

teachers find it very hard to change their roles, even after agreeing to it and receiving special 

training and instruction (Pijls et al., 2007; Pijls & Dekker, 2011). This kind of intervention is 

apparently at odds with the teachers’ natural inclination to explain, and with the students’ 

habits and expectations (Webb, 2009; Pijls & Dekker, 2011; Smith, 2000). For instance, in 

Pijls et al. (2007) the researchers remark that although the process teacher made a considerable 

effort to encourage students to think for themselves, the majority of students wanted the 

teacher to examine their work and give them mathematical hints. Moreover, the process 

teacher in this study found it particularly difficult to maintain his role when the students were 

unable to see how to continue.

With regard to the students’ interaction: without the teacher encouraging the students to 

work according to the process model they engaged in at least three of the four key activities in 

most episodes. These results suggest that a collaborative setting, in which the students are 

given the opportunity to think and discuss, may considerably change the way students interact. 

With regard to the implementation of the tasks we have seen that the tasks were 

sometimes too challenging for our students; the tasks were not preceded by theoretical 

instruction or worked-out examples, which means that the students, had to recall and discuss 

the mathematical theorems and definitions required for solving the tasks. The students found 

this extremely challenging, particularly when none of the three students could think of a 

plausible solution or idea for solving the task. The students would then give up or approach 

the task at a lower level (no variety of levels). Sometimes the students attempted to solve the 

task but as they were unable to identify the key ideas, their reasoning remained at empirical 

and relational levels (little variety at lower level). 
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This result illustrates the complexity of designing tasks for enrichment. On one side 

there must be some challenging that triggers the need for new knowledge on the other side the 

task must still be doable for the students. We remark that proof-construction tasks can be 

considered as complex as tasks for problem solving (Selden & Selden, 2003) as they cannot be 

solved by simply applying an algorithm or standard procedure. Certain self-regulation is 

essential for students to be able to deal positively with the challenging situations and not 

dropping too quickly promising solution processes (Schoenfeld, 1985, 1992). The normative 

setting in these classrooms was also not optimal. Some students simply accepted a solution 

without understanding it - there was no discussion about how it was arrived at. In our analysis 

this was related with occurrence of the reasoning pattern: little variety at higher level.

Implications for teachers

Finally, we believe the reasoning-levels framework and the examples presented in this study 

offer a way for teachers to interpret students’ utterances and, consequently, to react in a more 

effective manner and support students’ enrichment processes. In relation to this we may add, 

that the teachers experienced their participation in our research by assisting student 

discussions as an eye-opener. In a reflection meeting held on this teaching experiment, a 

teacher was asked to comment on the value of these lessons. She answered: I acquired more 

insight into the students’ thinking.

The framework provides a means to analyze construction processes already occurring at 

some level in regular classrooms, probably already observed by teachers though not yet at a 

conscious level. It could be worthwhile investigating the extent to which the use of the 

reasoning-levels framework and examples, as presented in the result, might contribute to 

teachers’ awareness of the students’ thinking so that they are better able to support the 

students in developing deeper, coherent and broader mathematical knowledge.
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